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One benefit that most of us experience as a result of our travels is increased empathy.
That feels no truer than during this COVID-19 pandemic. Knowing the people and
places that are affected brings this tragedy home in a way that no newscast can. I feel
that two of the hardest hit areas of this pandemic, outside of the US, has affected me
more deeply because of my past and personal connections with both hard-hit areas.
When this pandemic starting spreading in China, my husband and I paid greater
attention to the outbreak than most because we had spent three weeks in China last May
as I co-led the China cross cultural course. We spent the bulk of our time in Hangzhou, a
large city only a few hundred miles from the epicenter in Wuhan. I was especially
distressed to see the effect on daily life in a country I have come to love. I was grateful to
hear from our travel agent who lives in Beijing that she remains healthy and is
anticipating being able to gain some sense of normalcy in a few more weeks. I wonder
how acquaintances I made in the Beijing hutong are doing – an older population in
cramped housing.
Here are two pictures: the first picture is taken by me and is a typical mid-day traffic
scene in Hangzhou just outside our hotel last May. The second picture is in this same
city but different location during the city-wide lockdown.

Because of our great interest in China, we followed the outbreak more closely than
perhaps we would have otherwise. This led us to responsibly stock up on nonperishable

items when they were abundant; knowing that those who had not followed the outbreak
closely would likely panic when it hit home in their US locales (although I did not forsee
toilet paper being in such demand!).
Another epicenter of this pandemic has been hard-hit Italy. With rampant community
spread and an older population, this country has become overwhelmed and has
implemented nationwide strict lockdown for over a month. The results of this massive
shutdown are just now starting to show fruit as infection and death rates are finally
starting to slowly taper off; Italy will be in the throes of this for some time to come.
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My heart aches for Italy as it is the first place in my life where I encountered and
embraced an “other” culture. I lived in Naples for three years as a teenager in the
mid-late 1980s; my father was stationed at the Naples military base with the US Navy. I
discovered myself and my love for travel and experiencing other cultures there. The
cultural outlook that influenced me in Italy is that their society stretches back past
Greece, Rome, Middle Ages to present; what happens today is just one small part of a
very long story. So why not sing and party during quarantine. FORZA NAPOLI! FORZA
ITALIA! This attitude that influenced me in my youth is now influencing me as I settle
in to my own long social distancing existence. Find and celebrate what is right now.

